STALLION—NOT A SINGLE DOUBT Class, precocity, versatility – Not A Single Doubt’s progeny display it all.
That’s why he’s now a permanent fixture in Australia’s top 10 sire Over the past seven years, Not A Single
Doubt has proved one of Australian's racing's most reliable sources of get-up-and-run juveniles. Indeed, one in
five of his runners win at two, and that age-group supplies a third of his stakes winners, among them his Blue
Diamond G1 winners Extreme Choice & Miracles Of Life.
His progeny has also compiled 30 stakes victories at 1600 meters and beyond, and they consistently train on.
Miracles Of Life, Not A Single Doubt's first dual Group 1 winner’s race record boasts eight wins (five of them
Group races), four placings & more than $1.5 million prizemoney from 17 starts.
DAM—MORE BUBBLY
Renowned the world over her sire More Than Ready is the world’s most shuttled stallion. He’s sired Golden
Slipper, Blue Diamond, Sires’ Produce Stakes, Champagne Stakes and Magic Millions Classic winners and the
sire of 60 individual 2yo stakes winners. The incredible sire of 164 stakes winners.
More Bubbly was a strong mare that showed tremendous speed and an unbelievable turn of foot in her racing
career. In fact, on debut she ran second to a horse by the name of More Joyous!
The cross of Not A Single Doubt and a More Than Ready mare is the top nick for Not A Single Doubt, providing
12 individual winner, 4 Stakes winners and Miracles of life, Not A Single Doubt’s top progeny.
This strapping young lad has all the power and class to suggest he will be an early runner, better yet, his
attitude and temperament is faultless and he has a great brain.
Darren Dance of Australian Thoroughbred Bloodstock (ATB) described the horse as "just a bigger version of
Miracles of Life."
He will be aimed to follow in the path of Miracles of Life and target the illustrious Blue Diamond.

